Editors from China, Japan, R.O.Korea, TCA, Hong Kong SAR, Macau SAR, US and Unicode Consortium met at IRG#34. The editors discussed the following issues:

1. CJK_BMP CD review

The editors discussed the consolidated comments of CJK_BMP CD and responses from China, Japan, ROK, Vietnam and HKSAR and made decisions. (The consolidated comments and responses can be obtained under IRGn1670 at IRG web site.)

The editors discussed IRGn1666 (TCA and China) and agreed China and TCA to change their fonts of U+5FF9 to show the correct glyphs 

任 and 任. The editors also agreed to remove the source of U+2F89F 2F89F for non-cognate reason.

The editors discussed IRGn1657 (Vietnam) and agreed to remove V3-3664 from U+7E06 7E06 5-6C51 5-7649 and V2-7671.
from U+22B31 22831 for dis-unification.

The editors agreed that Japan would refine the last stroke of the font of U+4148 as it was in UCS 2003.

The editors set the schedule of CJK_BMP fonts correction as below:

- 2010-07-30(Friday): Members’ chief editors submit descriptions of font correction to the IRG Chief Editor, IRG Technical Editor and all members’ chief editors. And submit the corrected fonts to the ISO/IEC 10646 Project Editor (Google email). The descriptions should be in form as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Glyph in UCS 2003</th>
<th>Glyph in CJK_BMP CD</th>
<th>Corrected Glyph</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XXXX (image)</td>
<td>(image)</td>
<td>(image)</td>
<td>(if needed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To keep the unchanged fonts stable, the related IRG members are required to submit corrected fonts with UCS code points only.

- 2010-08-04(Wednesday): The ISO/IEC 10646 Project Editor distributes revised code charts to all IRG members’ chief editor for review.

- 2010-08-11(Wednesday): Members’ chief editors submit comments/confirmation to the IRG Chief Editor and all members’ chief editors, the IRG Chief Editor should remind the related editors right then.

- 2010-08-18(Wednesday): Members’ chief editors submit updated fonts to the ISO/IEC 10646 Project Editor and descriptions to the IRG Chief Editor, IRG Technical Editor and all members’ chief editors.

- 2010-08-22(Sunday): The IRG Chief Editor checks all corrected/updated descriptions and reports to the IRG Rapporteur and the ISO/IEC 10646 Project Editor for FDIS preparation.
2. CJK_E issues

The editors discussed IRGn1693 (Prof. SUZUKI Toshiya) and agreed that mappings to Yinzhou Jinwen Jicheng Yinde (殷周金文集成引得) were sufficient. China was required to provide the following information:

- Detailed mappings to 殷周金文集成引得(similar to index of Kangxi Dictionary 康熙字典) for ZJW characters, by 2010-08-28.
- Examples showing that the heading characters are used in different publications (not only in 殷周金文集成引得), by 2010-10-08.

The editors reviewed the evidences of MacauSAR’s persons’ names and place names (IRGn1698) and accepted them. (For governmental management reasons, some evidences were not submitted in document but presented at the meeting only.) MacauSAR was suggested to refine their evidences in written form as their best, and submit them to IRG by 2010-10-08.

The editors discussed IRGn1657 (Vietnam) and confirmed that V3-3664  было already in CJK_E. The editors agreed to remove V04-5565 and V04-557C from CJK_E and add their sources to U+28599 28599 and U+2865B 2865B. Vietnam was required to submit their fonts to the ISO/IEC Project Editor by 2010-07-31.

All the related IRG members were required to review CJK_E61 D Sets and submit responses by 2010-10-08 for discussion at IRG#35.

3. Three characters to be encoded in future

The editors discussed IRGn1666 (TCA and China) and agreed to encode  in future extension of CJK.

The editors discussed IRGn1677 (Dr. Ken Lunde) and ROK’s
response (under IRGn1677 at IRG web site), and agreed to encode 潮 in future extension of CJK while 庇 should be unified to U+5DE5 亀 as a special case.

The editors discussed IRGn1657 (Vietnam) agreed to encode 拖 in future extension of CJK.

Note: All additions will be to future extension of CJK because CJK_E was closed at IRG#33.

4. CJK_ C fonts

China and TCA were required to submit CJK_ C fonts with UCS code points to the ISO/IEC 10646 Project Editor by 2010-08-22.

5. Annex S

The editors reviewed IRG N1679 (WG2 N3794, Michel Suignard) entitled Annex S Revision and IRGn1696 which was entitled Annex S Revised Based on IRG feedback. IRGn1696 was confirmed at the editorial meeting.

6. Multi-column code chart font encoding suggestion

The editors accepted IRGn1702 and asked IRG members to study and make use of the suggested tools and methods if applicable. The IRG members were also encouraged to feedback to Dr. Ken Lunde if there was any problem.

7. Update of IWDS

The editors reviewed and accepted the update of IWDS in IRGn1701.

8. Schedule of CJK_B multi-column code charts review

For CJK_B multi-column code charts review, the editorial group agreed member bodies shall divide into 4 groups and members in each
group shall check all characters assigned in first round of review:

- Group 1: China and Vietnam for part 1
- Group 2: TCA and US/Unicode for part 2
- Group 3: Japan and MacauSAR for part 3
- Group 4: ROK and HKSARG for part 4
  
  - Part 1: U+20000~U+229B5, 10,678 characters
  - Part 2: U+229B6~U+2536B, 10,678 characters
  - Part 3: U+2536C~U+27D21, 10,678 characters
  - Part 4: U+27D22~U+2A6D6, 10677 characters

The Schedule of first round of review is as below:

- 2010-09-24: IRG members’ chief editors submit comments to the IRG Chief Editor.
- 2010-09-30: The IRG Chief Editor distributes consolidated comments (draft) to members’ chief editors for confirmation.
- 2010-10-08: IRG members’ chief editors submit confirmation/feedback to the IRG Chief Editor.
- 2010-10-15: The IRG Chief Editor distributes consolidated comments to members’ chief editors.
- 2010-11-08: IRG#35 discussion

The comments should be word files in form as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Glyph in UCS 2003</th>
<th>Glyph in CD</th>
<th>Comment type</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XXXX</td>
<td>(image)</td>
<td>(image)</td>
<td>Unification</td>
<td>xxxxx</td>
<td>(If needed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tentative schedule for reviews after IRG#35 was also set as below, it may be revised at IRG#36:

- 2011-03: comments of round 2 review of FCD, 1 month before IRG#36
- 2011-06: comments of round 3 review of FCD
- 2011-10: comments of round 4 review of FCD
- 2011-11: IRG#37 discussion
- 2012-01: Updated fonts for FDIS (if FDIS could be postponed to this month)

For CJK_B and CJK_Compatible CD, download SC2n4146 at:
http://lucia.itscj.ipsj.or.jp/itscj/servlets/ScmDoc10?Com_Id=02
Appendix: Minutes (recorded by Mr. Peter Cheng, a zip file)